Advanced research in hearing aid algorithm development has focused on speech understanding in adverse listening conditions. Innovative designs with dual microphone technologies have brought remarkable progress in noise reduction that enhances overall speech perception in background noise. Behind-the-ear (BTE) instruments allow multi-microphone technology to thrive, and breakthroughs in miniaturization of BTE aids and open-fit technology have made BTE fittings widely acceptable—and the preferred style for hearing care professionals in recent years, making up 77% of all hearing aid fittings in 2015.¹

A downside of the BTE instrument is its inherent placement of the microphones. This microphone placement is susceptible to wind noise at the input of the microphone, which is created by random turbulence at the end of the microphone port. Compared to other styles of hearing instruments, BTE fittings have the least benefit from the natural contour of the pinna and concha, and hence are most susceptible to wind noise.

The long-term-average wind-noise spectrum varies with not only the style of hearing aids, but also the wind speed and azimuth.¹ While this phenomenon was discussed over two decades ago, BTE fittings were not nearly as prevalent then as they are today; consequently, limited research was directed to this matter. As our society continues to promote hearing healthcare as critical to the overall quality of life, individuals are increasingly interested in hearing aids because of their active lifestyle. This population enjoys outdoor recreation, including jogging, biking, golfing, and sailing. Their utilization of BTE instruments means that wind noise is now of primary concern.

New research has emerged in the past decade that addresses wind noise and wind speed³—as well as working memory, listening effort, and cognition⁴—⁵—in reference to effects on speech understanding. The current belief is that speech processing involves the individual’s working memory to a large degree. Because working memory capacity is limited, listening in wind noise or in any adverse condition consumes it quickly, therefore advancements in noise reduction will ultimately divert additional working memory towards speech understanding.

Advancements in digital platforms have allowed innovative noise reduction algorithms to emerge. Designers of digital noise reduction algorithms have considered reducing listening effort as a primary goal to optimizing speech understanding. Rönberg et al.⁶ reported the importance of working memory capacity in language processing. Their research has documented that additional working memory is consumed when processing speech in noise. Hence, increased ease of listening in noise would allow additional working memory capacity and improved language processing ability in noise.
As wind noise has become a major concern with BTE instruments, continued effort has targeted advancing wind-noise reduction algorithms. This paper reports on the effectiveness of the Widex Unique™ wind noise attenuation (WNA) algorithm.

Background

Wind noise. Air flow can be categorized as either laminar (without resistance) or turbulent (with resistance). When there is no obstruction, air flows smoothly across a surface as a laminar flow field. However, if the air flows across any resistance or obstacle (such as the end of the microphone port, or a deflection from the pinna), it creates turbulence known as turbulent flow. These turbulences, when picked up by a microphone, are what we refer to as wind noise. The higher the velocity of air turbulence flow across the microphone port, the greater the wind noise level. The air turbulences created by the strongest wind can drive the microphone to saturation (mainly in the low frequencies range) and result in severe distortion.

In general, the long-term-average wind spectrum has similar contours as the level increases. Wind noise, a form of 1/f noise, is predominantly low frequency and diminishes at higher frequencies. Our perception, however, may interpret the higher wind speed as contributing more to higher frequencies. This can be explained by the minimal audible pressure curves indicating that change of loudness growth contour is more significant in high frequencies than in low frequencies. Furthermore, Dillon et al reported head effects on wind turbulence were at low frequencies (<1000Hz), and pinna effects contributed to mid-frequencies (<3000 Hz) region.

Wind speed. Wind speeds can be affected in two ways, either with the hearing aid moving at a certain speed (as we walk or bike) or by an external breeze moving cross the microphone port of the hearing aid. Research has interpreted various wind speeds based on the Beaufort Wind Scale (Table 1). The Beaufort Wind Scale ranges from 0-12, however, practical to hearing aids research can be limited to 0-6.

Annoyance. Turbulent noise is usually perceived as annoying and unacceptable when it exceeds subjective tolerance levels, which contributes to hearing aid dissatisfaction and negatively impacts speech understanding. Kochkin in his MarkeTrak study reported wind noise was rated at 58% satisfaction. While this represents a significant improvement from the past, it still remains the 2nd major concern amongst hearing aid users.

Acceptable noise level has been investigated in reference to ease of listening, as well as annoyance, as was used in this study. Acceptable noise factor may not directly interfere with speech understanding; however, it has been shown to affect listening comfort. It is important to realize that listening comfort is compromised in adverse listening situations where speech intelligibility is important. Therefore, listening for comfort and listening for speech intelligibility have different parameters. Research has shown that speech or language understanding is highly associated with an individual’s cognition and working memory. Therefore, listening for intelligibility requires a higher working memory capacity than comfort listening. This also explains why hearing aid users may prefer a comfort listening setting as their primary program and compromise listening programs for intelligibility or speech understanding.

In order to combine both scenarios, one has to bridge comfort listening and listening for intelligibility—without sacrificing either. In the Widex literature, Effortless Hearing has emerged to address this notion.

Working Memory Capacity (WMC). Working memory handles our memory and attention, and deciphers various language processing schemes for speech understanding. Research has indicated listening in noise preoccupies WMC, subsequently reducing capacity for speech understanding. Likewise, listening in high annoyance conditions limits our WMC towards speech understanding, which increases communication difficulties. Therefore, it is believed that Effortless Hearing is critical amongst listeners with hearing impairment who experience reduced cognitive capability when listening in noise environments.

Effects of wind noise on speech understanding have been explored in the field of cognitive neuroscience. The research has found that complex phonological analyses of speech due to lexicon or adverse listening situations require higher working memory. Similarly, wind noise is an adverse listening condition, and speech understanding under such conditions would presume higher working memory.
Conventional Wind Noise Algorithms

Directional microphone (2 ports) systems in digital hearing aids have become a predominant strategy to tackle speech understanding in background noise. The inherent design of a directional microphone has a -6dB/octave slope in the low frequencies. Hearing aid designs have traditionally compensated for this loss by adding a 6dB/octave gain in the low frequencies. While low frequencies may not contribute much to speech intelligibility (according to articulation index schema), they do affect comfort in listening. This strategy, however, conflicts with the spectral characteristics of wind noise. As 1/f noise is concentrated in the low frequencies and can saturate the microphone output with a 5m/s wind speed at 90-100 dB SPL, it is detrimental to provide gain at low frequencies.

Hence, the traditional wind-noise-reduction algorithms have optimized a two-microphone system, and applied a 2-stage (detection and reduction) process. If the analyses of the input signals from the two microphones are deemed correlated, then it is assumed to be speech; and if uncorrelated, the signals will be assumed to be noise. Once uncorrelated signals are detected, the operational mode is switched from directional microphone to omnidirectional microphone, and the gain in the low frequency region is reduced, affecting both speech and non-speech signals. Some algorithms utilize the spectrum characteristics of the uncorrelated signal to modify gain and yield a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

The Unique Wind Noise Algorithm

With the advent of new digital technology, the Widex Unique hearing instrument utilizes two different reduction algorithms to compensate for both wind noise, utilizing a wind noise attenuation (WNA) algorithm, and soft level noise, utilizing a soft level noise reduction (SLNR) algorithm, to optimize Effortless Hearing. This system has four independent 18-bit analog-to-digital (ADC) converters that allow parallel programming capability. The new technology incorporates a 16 KHz frequency response range with 108 dB dynamic range. This allows the input dynamic range to extend from 5 dB SPL up to 113 dB SPL. For the SLNR algorithm, low level (<62 dB SPL) input signals are coded as speech versus non-speech; the soft speech signals are enhanced, and the low-level non-speech signal (such as refrigerator noise and fan noise) are further reduced.

The WNA is also a 2-stage process, mainly detection and reduction, that activates under wind noise conditions. With the increased capacity of the new digital chip, the Widex Unique instruments, under wind noise conditions, are now able to extract the correlated signals using an adaptive least-mean-square (LMS) filter system, and in addition to the gain algorithm to optimize Effortless Hearing. In other words, the uncorrelated signals (assumed to be noise) will no longer be in the representation or be considered because of the LMS filtering algorithm. This makes the WNA algorithm significantly more effective.

Research Goals

Recent research was conducted at ORCA-USA to examine the effectiveness of its wind noise attenuation (WNA) algorithm and the annoyance index of the wind noise. The purpose was to verify the findings of the pilot study, using similar protocols and parameters. The present paper examines the efficacy of the Widex WNA algorithm that incorporates “Effortless Hearing” in a Widex Unique hearing instrument as one of the primary goals to optimize speech understanding.

Each subject participated in two experiments for 90 minutes. In Experiment 1, subjects were asked to repeat words they heard via insert headphones. These words were recorded under various environments (4 speech levels, 5 wind speeds, and 2 azimuth conditions) in a wind tunnel. In Experiment 2, subjects were asked to rate the annoyance of the recorded wind noise. The wind noise samples were recorded at 5 different wind speeds and 2 azimuth conditions.

Study Methods

Subjects. A total of 10 adults with a bilateral, mild to moderately severe sensorineural hearing loss participated in this study. All participants were Native American English speakers. Eight had at least 6 months experience with bilateral hearing aids, and 2 were new hearing aid users. The average test-ear thresholds were matched within a 10-dB range of the pilot study (Figure 1). This is critical because the stimuli used in this experiment were recorded based on the average hearing loss of the pilot study. All participants were informed of the purpose of the study, signed consents were obtained, and all were financially compensated for their time.

Experiment 1. An ORCA Nonsense Syllable Test was used to evaluate phoneme
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identification performance. This test utilized 25 consonants and five vowels, resulting in 115 nonsense words in a CVCVC format that focused on high-frequency speech sounds. Each consonant appeared at least once in the initial, medial, and final word positions unless prohibited by phonotactic constraints. Each nonsense word was then recorded through KEMAR in a wind tunnel (wind originated from 0° at a wind velocity of 5 m/s, with speech presented from 90° at 4 different speech levels), with an NAL-NL2 prescription program based on the average hearing loss of the subjects from the pilot study. A custom computer program, with the recorded words and the wind noise provided by ORCA-USA, was used in this study. All signals were routed through a GSI 61 audiometer and presented monaurally to each subject using insert (ER3) headphones.

Each subject underwent 8 subtests: Four speech levels (60, 65, 70, and 75 dB SPL) with a WNA algorithm (on and off) in an IAC sound booth. Each subtest consisted of 32 nonsense words carefully selected from the list of 115. The subjects were asked to verbally repeat the word as heard, and their answers were phonetically transcribed by the experimenter and recorded onto a computer. The order of presentations among the subtests was randomized. The aggregated overall percent-correct phoneme identification scores across all subjects were analyzed. The overall score was subcategorized as consonants only and vowels only for further analyses.

Experiment 2. Noise stimuli were used to measure the subjective annoyance rating of each subject. The stimuli were pre-recorded in a wind tunnel with KEMAR at GRAS Sound & Vibration A/S in Holte, Denmark. Detail of the recordings can be found in Korhonen et al. Each subject listened to stimuli recorded at different azimuths (0° and 70°), and at different wind speeds (4, 5, 6, 7, and 10 m/s) with the WNA algorithm (on and off). All stimuli were routed through a GSI 61 audiometer and presented monaurally to each subject using insert (ER3) headphones.

Subjects were asked to rate the annoyance of each stimulus using a Likert-type scale range from 1 to 7, with a score of 1 being wind noise considered “not noticeable (and thus not annoying),” and a score of 7 being considered “extremely annoying.” Subjects were provided with the rating system shown in Table 2, and were asked to verbally rate the stimuli; the experimenter then recorded the response on the computer. The aggregated median ratings across all subjects were analyzed.

Results

Experiment 1. Descriptive mean data of all subjects are shown in Figure 2. The aggregated data of all stimuli were presented as the “phonemes” category; its subcategories were “consonants” and “vowels.” The X axis represents sound levels at 60, 65, 70, and 75 dB SPL with WNA algorithm (on and off). The Y axis represents the identification performance (%). The results show the performance identification scores across all subjects were better with WNA algorithm on at all four listening levels for phonemes, and its subcategories of consonants and vowels.

Figure 3 illustrates the difference in score (%) of the identification performance (WNA-on minus WNA-off) of the various phonemes categories and speech levels. It shows that the Widex Unique WNA provides significant improvement for the overall phonemes identification at all four speech levels ranging from 17% to 35%; consonants improvement ranged from 9% to 27%, and vowels improvement ranged from 22% to 46%.

Repeated measures ANOVA were administered to compare the phoneme identification performance of WNA (on vs off) at four different speech levels and under the different phonemic categories (all phonemes, consonants only, and vowels only).
Table 3 shows that significant differences (p<.01) were observed at all main effects (WNA, Level) and their interactions (WNA vs Level).

In summary, overall sound identification with WNA-on was consistently and significantly better than with WNA-off at all four speech levels for all phonemic categories. The data supported that the WNA algorithm developed by Widex has significantly enhanced phoneme identification in this specific wind noise environment.

Experiment 2. The median annoyance ratings were reported at various wind speeds. Figure 4 shows the effectiveness of WNA-on (solid line) vs WNA-off (dotted line) at two azimuths (left panel for 0° and right panel for 70°). The improvement is shown by the distinct gap between the solid and dotted lines.

The results indicate significant improvement with WNA-on as less annoying for all wind speed and azimuth conditions, except two occasions: azimuth 70° at 4m/s and 5m/s, where the data showed no preference. Comparing the two azimuths, the ratings for frontal wind (0°) were higher (more annoying) than at 70°. However, the improvement with a WNA algorithm was consistent across the various wind speeds. At low wind speed (4 and 5 m/s) and at 70° when annoyance rating was at 3 or below, WNA was not critical.

Similarly, Figure 5 reports the same annoyance rating; however, it highlights the effect of azimuth with WNA on. The annoyance ratings almost overlap at the two azimuths when WNA is on. This illustration indicates, once the noise was detected, the algorithm was equally effective at both azimuths studied.

Analysis of Variance (Table 4) utilizing JMP Pro 12 was administered to compare the annoyance ratings across WNA (on and off), wind speed (4, 5, 6, 7, and 10 m/s), and azimuth (0° and 70°). Significant differences (p<.01) were observed at all main effects (WNA, speed and azimuth), and interactions (Speed x WNA and WNA x azimuth) at p<.05.

Discussion

The principle finding of this paper strongly supports the claim that speech perception in wind noise was improved with the Unique WNA algorithm. Experiment 1 showed that identification performance scores of phonemes and its subcategory consonants and vowels all improved with WNA "on" regardless of speech levels. Also noted was that vowel identification was better than consonant identification in all conditions. This was expected because of the upward spread of masking phenomenon that negatively affects higher frequency (consonant) signals more than the lower frequency (vowel) signals.

Also noted, median annoyance ratings were not affected by the wind azimuth when the WNA algorithm was on (Figure 5) at all wind speed categories. If frontal wind was reported to be most disturbing, as shown by Dillon et al.² this finding would suggest the WNA algorithm is very effective and is transparent to change in azimuth.
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As annoyance is one of the many elements of the "Effortless Hearing" scheme in the Widex Unique, it is a step forward in the goal to reduce working memory usage in order to allow additional complex language processing to occur. This advantage is important for many hearing aid users, particularly those who engage in outdoor activities and inevitably encounter various breezy or windy conditions.

The fact that the WNA algorithm significantly reduces annoyance and at the same time increases speech understanding is a marked improvement in the industry. The fact that a WNA algorithm can isolate wind noise regardless of its azimuth is a powerful advantage. The result should be that hearing aid users are more relaxed as they transition from indoor to outdoor activities without having to be concerned about sacrificing their comfort of listening and communication.
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